Abstract. In the late 60s Graham and Knowlton introduced the WIP (wire identification problem) that affected electricians: match the wires in the ceiling to those in the basement while making the fewest trips. We revisit this problem and study its variants and generalizations; we provide a combinatorial characterization of the solution(s) in terms of an associated hypergraph and obtain nearly tight bounds on the minimum number of trips.
Introduction
In the 60s Graham and Knowlton [3] , [2] introduced the wire identification problem which we study in this paper in its variations and generalizations.
Wire Identification Problem (WIP).
Suppose that there is a cable consisting of n insulated wires that goes from the basement of a building to its top floor. All the wires look alike. The wires get jumbled on the way. Therefore one does not know how the n terminals at the bottom, namely, b 1 , . . . , b n , are matched with the n terminals at the top, namely, t 1 , . . . , t n . An electrician needs to determine this matching. He can electrically connect disjoint sets of wires at the basement, and, in one trip to the top floor, he can determine the groups of wires that are connected by testing circuit continuity.
This provides the electrician with some, perhaps partial, information about the matching of the terminals. For example, suppose that only two terminals, b 1 and b 2 , at the bottom are connected, and then at the top he finds that t 4 and t 7 are connected. The information obtained from this observation is that the terminals b 1 , b 2 match with t 4 , t 7 , however, he does not learn whether b 1 matches t 4 or t 7 . Thus each trip provides some information about the matching between the terminals at the two ends. The electrician can make multiple trips, in each trip connecting different subsets at the basement. The wire identification problem (WIP) is to find the minimum number of trips needed to determine the matching, as well as to design an algorithm that finds the minimum-trip solution.
Note that each trip consists of connecting groups of wires at the bottom, going to the top, and checking the connections. We are only concerned with the number of trips as the measure of cost; the time it takes for the electrician to determine the matching after he has made the requisite number of trips is not considered.
Observe that it is impossible to determine the matching for n = 2, but it is easy to see that there is an algorithm for all n > 2. The WIP can be seen as part of the general area of combinatorial group testing [1] . In this paper we study variants of the WIP which arise from placing some restrictions on the way the wires can be connected. The following is one such variant:
What is the minimum number of trips needed to solve the WIP if we restrict the size of the groups to at most 2?
The known solutions of WIP do not satisfy the properties required in our variants. Our solutions to all the problems are based on a characterization of the solutions to the WIP using the automorphism structure of a hypergraph associated with the problem. The solution to the variant above also gives a solution to the unrestricted WIP superior (in a certain sense) to the previously known solutions (see Section 1.2).
We now formally discuss the previous work and present the problems we address in this paper.
Previous Work
In their original work, Graham and Knowlton [2] gave a solution involving two trips using a certain type of partitions (called Knowlton-Graham (KG) partitions by Knuth [4] ). Their two-trip solution did not work for all values of n. As usual, we denote the set {1, . . . , n} by [n].
Definition 1. Partitions
at most one element of [n] appears in the intersection of a set from A of cardinality j and a set from B of cardinality k. That is, for any j, k ∈ [n] there exists l ∈ [n] such that for all A ∈ A with |A| = j and B ∈ B with |B| = k either A ∩ B = ϕ or A ∩ B = .
It is easy to see that given the KG-partitions A and B of [n], one can employ A in the first trip and B in the second trip, and then readily identify the matching using the coordinates ( j, k). Thus only two trips suffice. When n is of a certain special form it is easy to construct the KG-partitions: 
It is an easy verification that A and B form KG-partitions since
Graham [3] proved that the KG-partitions exist for all n except 2, 5, and 9. Further work on the KG-partitions can be found in [8] and [4] which studied the existence of KG-partitions with some extra properties. Since these are not of direct relevance to the present work, we do not discuss them here.
Our Results
The First Variant. It is easy to see that KG-partitions must have some set of size at least ( √ n). The question then arises whether it is necessary to have sets of large sizes in order to solve the WIP. In particular, what happens if we only allow sets of size at most 2? This is the first variant we study. Surprisingly it again turns out that two trips are always enough (except, of course, for n = 2). Moreover, the solutions have very simple and uniform structure independent of n unlike KG-partitions (which are not always trivial to find, and do not exist for n = 2, 5, 9).
The Second Variant. The second variant we study is a generalization of the WIP: Definition 2. WIP(n, k, x) is the minimum number of trips needed to solve the WIP on n wires where each trip involves testing at most k groups, and each group has cardinality at most x.
We would like to determine or estimate this function. The Graham-Knowlton problem asks for the value of WIP(n, n, n) and the first variant above asks for WIP(n, n, 2). We provide nearly tight bounds for the general quantity WIP(n, k, x).
The Third Variant. The third variant we study is the hierarchical testing problem where the groups tested form a hierarchy. That is, once groups are formed for testing, for each subsequent trip, we can only disconnect the wires of our choosing from the groups, but not reconnect the wires to form new groups. In other words, each group in a trip is a subset of wires from some group in the previous trip (and the groups within the same trip are pairwise disjoint). This variant is very natural: if this was based on soldering connections, then burning out connections is easier than resoldering; in chip manufacturing with FPGAs, burning out connections is more scalable than refabricating connections. There is one technical problem with this variant that if at some step of the above procedure we get a group of size 2, we cannot determine the matching for the wires in that group under the hierarchical restriction. One way to get around this is by being satisfied by groups of size 2; we think that even with this relaxation the hierarchical variant captures an interesting aspect of the WIP as will be demonstrated by the solution. So the problem we need to solve under the hierarchical restriction is to divide the set of terminals at the top into groups of size at most 2 so that we know for each group which terminals at the bottom correspond to it.
Note that the KG-partitions are not hierarchical, so one needs a different approach. In this case we show that (lg * n) trips are necessary and sufficient, which shows the separation between the hierarchical and the nonhierarchical cases.
Notation. lg denotes logarithm to base 2; lg (i) n denotes lg lg · · · lg n, where lg is applied i times; lg * n denotes the minimum natural number i such that lg (i) n ≤ 1. In this paper we sometimes do not worry about some numbers such as logarithms not being integers and we use them as if they were integers. Such issues are easily dealt with, and we do not discuss them for simplicity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our characterization of solutions to the WIP using hypergraph automorphisms. Using this characterization we study WIP(n, k, x). In Section 3 we solve the WIP with sets of size 2 (x = 2) and extend it to general set sizes (arbitrary x) in Section 4. Finally, we study the hierarchical version in Section 5. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.
Characterization
We start with a general characterization of when a given testing algorithm can identify the matching. Recall that we denote the terminals at the bottom b 1 , . . . , b n , and the terminals at the top t 1 , . . . , t n . For terminal t at the top denote the matching terminal at the bottom by b(t).
Let P be a procedure that allegedly solves WIP(n, k, x). Procedure P tells us which wires to connect at the bottom in each trip. These connections can be thought of as labeled hyperedges in a hypergraph on n vertices, namely, b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n , the terminals at the bottom; and label on a hyperedge is the number of the trip in which the terminals it contains were connected. We call this hypergraph the connection hypergraph, and denote it by CG P . It completely specifies the testing procedure. What the electrician observes on the top floor is completely specified by another hypergraph, which we call the test hypergraph, and denote by T G P . It has the terminals at the top as vertices, namely, t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n , and a subset of terminals T appears as a hyperedge with label i iff the subset of the corresponding terminals at the bottom is connected in the ith trip; that is, there is a hyperedge B in CG P labeled i such that B = {b(t): t ∈ T }. A hyperedge may get more than one label because it may exist in more than one trip. We say that two test hypergraphs T G 1 and T G 2 are isomorphic if there is a bijection between their vertex sets that maps the hyperedges in T G 1 to the hyperedges in T G 2 with the same label set. Clearly, CG P and T G P are isomorphic. Now we can state our necessary and sufficient condition for the solution of the WIP.
Theorem 1. A procedure P determines the matching of the terminals at the two ends iff the automorphism group of its connection hypergraph C G P is trivial (i.e., it only contains the identity).
Proof. The goal of the electrician is to label the vertices t 1 , . . . , t n of the test hypergraph T G P with b 1 , . . . , b n so that t i gets the label b(t i ), its matching terminal at the bottom. The information available to him is the connection hypergraph CG P at the bottom, and the test hypergraph T G P at the top. Therefore each automorphism of CG P defines a labeling of the vertices of T G P by the b i 's as each such labeling is consistent with the tests. So the procedure succeeds iff there is exactly one automorphism; in other words, when the automorphism group is trivial.
It follows from Theorem 1 that we can assume that the procedures are nonadaptive; that is, the connections made in a trip do not depend on the observations on the previous trips. This is because whether a connection hypergraph is sufficient for solving the problem depends only on the automorphism group of the hypergraph and not on the mapping between the terminals. We make this assumption from now on.
Theorem 1 leads us to some useful propositions, but first some notation. For a procedure P that solves the WIP, let t P denote its number of trips. Let E P denote the total number of hyperedges in CG P . Let d P j denote the number of vertices that have degree j in CG P . Now observe that the size of the automorphism group of T G P is at least d P 0 !. Using Theorem 1 this implies
There can be at most kt P hyperedges. Moreover, no two vertices of degree 1 in CG P belong to the same hyperedge, otherwise they give rise to at least two different automorphisms for T G P . Thus it follows that
These propositions are useful in Section 4.
Only Sets of Size 2 Allowed
In this section we study the "only pairing allowed" variant, i.e., the x = 2 case. In this case the connection hypergraph is actually a graph. First we assume there is no restriction on k, i.e., the number of pairs that can be formed per trip.
Theorem 2.
There exists an optimal two-trip solution for WIP given any n > 2 and x = 2.
Proof. Observe that one trip is insufficient to solve WIP, so at least two trips are always needed. Now suppose n > 2 is odd. Consider the following pairings for trips 1 and 2, respectively:
The connection graph is a path (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ) with alternate (and an equal number of) edges labeled 1 and 2. Clearly, it has the trivial automorphism group. In fact, it is easy to see how an electrician can find the matching: when the electrician goes to the top, he marks off the edges which exist during that trip. So when he is on the top for the second time, he sees the test graph, i.e., a path on {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n } in some order with alternate (and an equal number of) edges labeled 1 and 2. To determine the terminal matched to b 1 , he only needs to find the terminal that has degree 1 and lies on an edge with label 1 in the test graph. The rest of the matching follows easily.
For n > 2 and even, we use the above construction for the case of n − 1 wires, leaving out b n altogether.
We now consider bounds on k and study WIP(n, k, 2). However, first we need the following simple fact. Proof. We give a method to construct graphs as in the statement of the lemma. We identify the set of N vertices with {0, . . . , N −1}. Think of the elements of {0, . . . , N −1} as arranged in a circular order. In the following ⊕ stands for addition modulo N .
We first consider the case when d is even. Let d = 2d . For all i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} we connect vertex i with vertices i ⊕ 1, . . . , i ⊕ d . It is easy to see that all vertices have degree 2d = d. Now let d = 2d + 1 be odd; hence by our hypothesis N is even. We first construct a 2d -regular graph using the above construction, and add an edge between i and i ⊕ N /2 for all i. (Intuitively, we add edges between the antipodal vertices.) Correctness of this construction is easy to see.
Theorem 3. For given integers n, k
then there is an optimal solution to WIP(n, k, 2) with (2n − 2)/3k trips. Otherwise we need at most one more trip.
Proof. Let m be such that
Since n > 3k 2 /2 + 1 we have m ≥ k. Let us suppose that (m + 1)k ≡ 0 mod 2, and consider a vertex set V m+1 = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m+1 }. By Lemma 1, there exists a k regular graph, G = G m+1,k , on V m+1 . There are l = (m + 1)k/2 edges in G. Using G we construct a connection graph on n vertices b 1 , . . . , b n , whose automorphism group is trivial. Vertex v i identifies with the ith trip in a sense explained below.
We now modify these groups. Note that there are still 2n/3 unused b j 's. Start putting them one by one in g Case 2. n ≡ 1 mod 3. Leave b n out, and repeat the construction given above for n − 1 ≡ 0 mod 3. Now we have one vertex of degree 0, 2(n − 1)/3 vertices of degree 1, and the remaining (n − 1)/3 vertices of degree 2. Moreover, there are 2(n − 1)/3 groups of size 2 each. Assignment of the trip number to the groups is done as before.
Case 3. n ≡ 2 mod 3. Leave b n out, and repeat the construction given above for n − 1 ≡ 1 mod 3. Then the last trip must have < k edges. So pick any vertex, say b j , that appears in some two earlier trips, but not in the last trip, and add hyperedge (b j , b n ) to the last trip. Now we have one vertex of degree 0 and degree 3 each, 2(n − 2)/3 + 1 vertices of degree 1, and the remaining (n − 2)/3 − 1 vertices of degree 2. Moreover, there are 2(n − 2)/3 + 1 hyperedges of size 2 each. Assignment of the trip number to the groups is done as before.
The proof of correctness is as follows. Any automorphism of this connection graph must map any degree 2 vertex b j (which appears in the group corresponding to the edge (v k , v l ) say) to itself since it is the only vertex common to the concerned trips k and l. Now it follows that every degree 1 vertex must also be mapped to itself since its neighbor is a degree 2 vertex which is forceably mapped to itself. Therefore only the trivial identity automorphism can exist for the connection graph we have constructed above. The proof of correctness in effect gives a simple and practical algorithm for the electrician to identify the matching.
Note that by Theorem 5 this construction is optimal for all n > 3k 2 /2 + 1 if k (2n − 2)/3k ≡ 0 mod 2. Otherwise we need to consider the graph G = G m+2,k on m + 2 = (2n − 2)/3k + 1 (≡ 0 mod 2) vertices and do a similar construction. This gives the overhead of at most one trip more than the optimal. We illustrate the construction by an example. Example 2. Suppose n = 8 and k = 2. Therefore m = 2, and G = G 3,2 is simply a triangle on V 3 = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 }. It has l = 3 edges.
Since n ≡ 2 mod 3, we are in case 3. Accordingly we leave b 8 out, and jump to case 2 with n = 7. This in itself suggests that we leave b 7 out, and jump to case 1 with n = 6. Now in case 1 we have to drop r = l − n/3 = 1 edge incident on v 3 . Say we drop the edge (v 2 , v 3 ) , and label the remaining two edges (v 1 , v 2 ) and (v 1 , v 3 ) with b 1 and b 2 , respectively. Following the prescription provided in case 1, we get the following groups:
Using this solution and backtracking to case 3 (via case 2), we get the following test schedule:
Note that b 1 is being tested in all three trips, b 2 in two trips, whereas b 7 is never tested. Others are tested only once.
We above considered the case k = O( √ n). The optimal two-trip procedure needs k = (n − 1)/2 . What if we restrict k to somewhere in between? Of course, for a fixed n, the number of required trips will increase as k decreases. What is the threshold value of k at which the number of trips jumps from two to three, or from three to four, and so on? Formally, let K (t, n) denote the minimum k for which it is possible to solve the WIP in t trips with x = 2. In what follows, we avoid floors and ceilings to keep the formulas simple. It is a simple but tedious matter to modify the expressions to be exact. Interestingly, while the threshold for going from t to t + 1 is of the same general type for t ≥ 3, it is of a different type for t = 2.
Theorem 4. For any n > 2, and constant t > 2 we have
Proof. For a given n, we have to find the minimum k such that a connection graph with t labels can be constructed with a trivial automorphism group. Suppose t = 2. It follows easily from our characterization that the connection graph in this case is a union of paths of even (possibly 0) length (the length of a path is the number of edges in it; so a single vertex is a path of length 0) with edges alternately labeled 1 and 2. In order to achieve the minimum k, we would like as many paths as possible of different lengths. Clearly, we can have at most O( √ n) different lengths, and we can get this by taking the paths of lengths 0, 2, 4, . . . . Towards the end of this process we may have the problem that we do not have enough vertices to include a full path. In this case we just join a path on the remaining vertices to the maximum length path already included. If this path is of odd length, then we also connect the included path of length 0 in this path to get a path of even length. It is easy to see that the labeling of the edges can be arranged so that about the same number of labels (differing by at most one) of each type are used. This proves that K (2, n) = (1 − (1)/ √ n)n/2. Now we consider the case t > 2. Now the connection graph is a more general graph than the union of paths. We focus on the case t = 3; a larger t is handled similarly. Fix n > 2 and consider a connection graph with minimum k. We classify its connected components as a tree and nontree, depending on whether the component is a tree. If the number of the tree components is c, then the number of edges used in the graph is at least n − c. If there are no nontree components then this number is exactly n − c; otherwise we need only have at most one nontree components which has number of edges equal to the number of vertices and thus the total number of edges in this case is n − c + 1. Thus to minimize K (3, n) as many tree components as possible should be chosen. We upper and lower bound c for connection graphs with t = 3, which translates into lower and upper bounds (respectively) on k.
First we prove the upper bound on k by constructing a connection graph with n − n/(3 log n) edges. The connection graph will be a disjoint union of labeled paths of length 3 lg n (number of edges) (one of the paths may be of smaller length). We number the edges of the paths by 0, 1, . . . , 3 lg n − 1. Consider the following type of labeling of the edges by 1, 2, and 3. For 0 ≤ i ≤ lg n any nonnegative integer, edges numbered 3i get label 1, edges numbered 3i + 1 and 3i + 2 get labels 2, 3 or 3, 2.
Thus in any such labeling the first vertex of a path is on an edge labeled 1, and the last vertex is on an edge labeled 2 or 3. The number of such labeled paths is 2 lg n = n. The test graphs of these labeled paths are nonisomorphic and have trivial automorphism groups, and all paths use the same number of labels of each type. Hence, taking the (vertex) disjoint union of n/(3 lg n) different labeled paths (one of the paths may be of length less than 3 lg n; its edges are labeled 1, 2, 3 periodically to ensure that its automorphism group is trivial) we get a connection graph that solves the problem. The total number of edges in this graph is n − n/(3 lg n). Since the number of edges with each label is at most one more than one-third of this number (this is because of the possibility of the path which is not of length 3 lg n), we can take k ≤ n/3(1 − 1/(3 lg n)) + 1 ≤ n/3(1 − 1/(4 lg n)) (for large enough n). Now we prove the lower bound on k by showing an upper bound on the number of tree components a connection graph, whose automorphism group is trivial, can have.
Recall that since we are working with the case t = 3, the edges of our connection graph are labeled 1, 2, and 3 with no edges with the same label being adjacent as that would give a group of size > 2. From now on, unless otherwise mentioned, all edge labelings in this proof will mean labeling by 1, 2, and 3. Let G be a connection graph with the largest number of tree components, and let s be the size (the number of vertices) of the largest tree-component in G. We can assume without loss of generality that there is no edge-labeled tree of size < s that is not isomorphic to any tree in G. For otherwise, we could replace one of the bigger trees in G by the new tree, and add the remaining vertices to the nontree component (we omit the easy details of how to do it so that the automorphism group remains trivial). Intuitively, G contains as many pairwise nonisomorphic edge-labeled trees as possible.
The number of distinct unlabeled trees (neither the edges nor the vertices are labeled) with r vertices is asymptotically equal to U r = c 1 c (1)), where c 2 = 0.3383219 . . . and c 1 = 0.53494 . . . are constants ( [6] , see also [5] ). Using this, we estimate the number of edge-labeled trees. (Our trees have maximum degree upper bounded by 3, but the above more generous bound is good enough for our purposes.) It follows that the number of distinct edge-labeled trees of size r with a trivial automorphism group is at most U r 3 r −1 , as we can label the edges of a tree on r vertices in 3 r −1 ways. Let f (r ) denote the sum of the sizes of edge-labeled trees of size ≤ r with unlabeled vertices and edges labeled by 1, 2, or 3 and a trivial automorphism group. Let g(r ) denote the number of such trees. Then it follows from the above that g(r ) < f (r ) < 10 r for r > 1. So if r is the maximum size of a tree included in the above construction, then we should have either f (s) = n or f (s − 1) < n and f (s) > n and so s > lg n/lg 10. The construction in the upper bound proof above shows that s ≤ 4 lg n and g(s) > 2 s/4 . Since, g((lg n)/2 lg 10) < f ((lg n)/2 lg 10) < 10 (lg n)/2 lg 10 = √ n, we have that the trees of size ≤ (lg n)/2 lg 10 cover at most √ n vertices. The remaining n − √ n vertices are covered by trees of size > (lg n)/2 lg 10. Therefore the number of such trees is at most (n − √ n)/(lg n/2 lg 10), and at least (n − √ n)/(4 lg n) (we only need the upper bound to prove our lower bound on K (3, n) ). Thus the total number of trees used by the above procedure is at most (n − √ n)/(lg n/2 lg 10) + f ((lg n)/2 lg 10) = (n/lg n). Hence the number of edges in the graph constructed by the above procedure is n − (n/lg n), and so some label must be used for at least n/3 − (n/lg n) edges, giving the desired lower bound on K (3, n). For larger values of t essentially the same argument will do except that now the number of distinct edge-labeled trees (with t labels) of size r with trivial automorphism group is at most U r t r −1 , and in the end we argue that at least some label must be used for a 1/t-fraction of the edges.
The General Case
In this section we derive tight lower and upper bounds for WIP(n, k, x) with wide ranges of parameters n, k, and x.
Lower Bound. We first show the lower bound. Proof. Since at most k hyperedges are allowed per trip, we have by Proposition 2 t P ≥ E P /k. Moreover, we claim that
This can be proved quite simply. Every hyperedge contains at most x vertices, and there are d P i vertices of degree i. Therefore,
The result now follows.
Upper Bound. We provide a nearly tight upper bound in general. The proof of correctness is as follows. Any automorphism of this connection hypergraph must map b n to itself since it is the only vertex with degree 0. The same is true for any degree 2 vertex since every pair of trips has precisely one distinct vertex in common. Now it follows that every degree 1 vertex must also be mapped to itself since its x − 1 (> 0) neighbors are all degree 2 vertices, and they are being forceably mapped to themselves. Therefore only the identity automorphism can exist for the connection hypergraph we have constructed above.
By Theorem 5 we can conclude that the construction in Lemma 2 is optimal for all n > k
Otherwise we need to consider the graph G on an m + 2 = (2n − 2)/k(x + 1) + 1 (≡ 0 mod 2) number of vertices and do a similar construction. For it to work, the following two conditions must hold:
However, given the conditions on k, x, m, and n, this verification is easily done. It means an overhead of at most one trip over the optimal possible. We can now conclude:
then the construction above optimally solves WIP(n, k, x) using (2n − 2)/k(x + 1) trips. Otherwise it needs at most one more trip.
Note that we recover Theorem 3 if we substitute x = 2 in the theorem above. Also note that the above theorem shows that Theorem 5 is tight for certain values of n, k, and x.
The Hierarchical Case
Recall that in the hierarchical variant we only ask that the wires be distinguished up to pairs. The following theorem determines the number of trips needed up to a constant factor. It shows that the hierarchical and unrestricted versions of the WIP are qualitatively different in their complexity.
Theorem 7. WIP(n, n, n) has a solution, distinguishing wires up to pairs, with (lg * n) trips in which all groups tested are hierarchical.
Proof. We first prove the upper bound. We show that in two trips we can partition the wires into sets of size O(lg n), so that each such set is distinguished from others, and hence we can recurse on each of these sets. This immediately gives the desired O(lg * n) solution.
In the first step we divide the wires into n/(2 lg n) 2 sets of size (2 lg n) 2 each. Next we partition the wires in each of these sets using partitions from the following families. Parts in these partitions come from the pairs: {0, 4 lg n}, {1, 4 lg n − 1}, {2, 4 lg n − 2}, . . . , {2 lg n, 2 lg n}. Parts in each pair sum to 4 lg n, and these parts are distinguishable from each other by their cardinalities. Partitions consist of lg n distinct pairs from the set of above pairs. The number of such partitions is at least 2 lg n lg n > n/4(lg n) 2 . So we can choose a unique partition for each of the n/4(lg n) 2 sets, completing the proof. At the high level, this proof relies on the observation that we do not need a lot of groups of different sizes; instead we need the set of sizes that a given group is partitioned into to be different from such sets for the other groups. Now we prove the lower bound. We show that a (lg * n)/2 − 2 step solution is not possible. Suppose, for contradiction, that we have such a solution. For the hierarchical case, it is useful to think of a solution in terms of an unlabeled rooted tree, where the root of the tree represents the set of n wires; nodes at level 1 (the root is at level 0) are the sets at step 1, and so on. Thus the leaves are singletons or pairs. A tree represents a valid solution iff its only automorphism which maps root to the root is the identity. One of the following two cases occurs: (1) all children of the root are of size at most lg lg n; (2) there is a set of size more than lg lg n.
In the first case we show that it is not possible to distinguish between all the children, which is a contradiction. In this case, children have at most lg lg n different cardinalities. Hence, for some such cardinality c, there will be at least n/(lg lg n) 2 children with size c. Since the number of unlabeled rooted trees on m vertices is less than m m , the number of different rooted trees (there are some extra constraints on the trees that we consider, but that only works to our advantage in this argument) that one can have on c ≤ lg lg n vertices is (lg lg n) lg lg n ≤ n/(lg lg n) 2 (for n ≥ 16). Hence there are two isomorphic subtrees rooted at children of size c, and thus the automorphism group of the whole tree is not trivial. Therefore, case (1) does not happen.
Since case (1) cannot happen, case (2) always happens. So at level i there is a child of size at least lg (2i) n (provided that lg (2i−2) n ≥ 16). So the tree has height at least (lg * n)/2 − 2 for all n.
We have seen that the classical WIP has nonhierarchical solutions with two trips. Thus there is a separation between the hierarchical and nonhierarchical cases.
Concluding Remarks
We only measured the cost of a solution to the WIP by the number of trips. One can also include the number of operations needed to make the connections and inferring the matching in the cost of solving the WIP.
Even though the variant of WIP considered in this paper allowed us to use sets having size between 2 and x, we employed sets of only two different sizes, namely, x and x − 1, in the construction of our general result. The construction there can be easily modified so that all sets are of size precisely x. Thus, our results hold even when at most k sets of size precisely x are allowed per trip.
Yet another variant is that at least n − c wires must remain unconnected per trip. Therefore the only restriction is x ≤ c. By treating this as a k = c/2 and x = 2 case in our original variant, we get a solution requiring (4n − 4)/3c + O(1) number of trips for n = (c 2 ). This is not far from the truth. In fact, one can show a matching lower bound of (4n − 4)/3c by arguing similarly to the proofs in this paper.
There are a number of problems we have left open. A technical problem is to determine K (t, n) for general x (we only solved the x = 2 version here). An interesting variation of this problem is to solve it when some of the tests are faulty. Group testing in the presence of errors is a well-studied topic [7] , but errors in the WIP can be quite rich: false positives and false negatives for each group tested in each trip. This makes the problems quite challenging.
